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ABOUT
ALUMALL

ALUMALL GmbH is an international manufacturing and
trading company that offers modern complex solutions
of glass products in various industries: commercial, housing, interior, transport, high-tech and specialized glazing.
Our client will receive not only a competitive commercial offer for
purchase of glass products, but also the calculation and manufacture of various types of subsystems for use on the final project.
With the participation and applying of materials, supplied by Alumall GmbH, a number of landmark projects
have been implemented in various regions and countries.

OUR FOCUS
- glazing of building facades
- manufactures of windows and doors
- heated glass roofs, windows, balconies, etc.
- visors, interior fences, patrions and stairs
- railway, air, urban, subway, sea and river transport
- bullet-proof, explosion-proof, fire-resistant, sound insulation constuctions

OUR
MISSION

OUR ADVANTAGES
We know everyting about a glass.
We do what others can not do.
With our glass products, you will discover
new
business
opportunities

OUR PARTNERS

innovative glass products
unique glass processing
stable quality
reliability
delivery in time

OUR PRODUCTS

CERTIFICATES

- insulating glass
- laminated glass
- high-tech glass
- glass heat treatment
- painted glass
- transport glass
- glass doors and furniture
- custom-made aluminum
structures

LAKHTA-CENTER

EXPO-2017

WORLD OCEAN
MUSEUM

PRODUCTION
OF GLASS
ALUMINUM
STRUCTURES

Production of aluminum windows, doors, sliding systems (from ALUTECH profile*) under
the
order
for
industrial,
commercial, retail, public and residential buildings.
Quality assurance. Low price. Fast delivery time.

* ALUTECH Group of Companies is the leading manufacturer of aluminium profile systems and sectional doors in Eastern Europe. ALUTECH Group of
Companies consists of 6 manufacturing enterprises and 25 sales companies in Germany, Austria, the
Czech Republic, Russia, Belarus and the Ukraine.
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